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**Answer set programming (ASP)** is a well-established paradigm of declarative programming with roots in the stable model semantics for logic programs (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991, Niemelä 1999, Marek and Truszczynski 1999). The main goal of ASP is to provide a versatile declarative modeling framework with many attractive characteristics. These features allow turning — with little to no effort — problem statements of computationally hard problems into executable formal specifications, also called answer set programs. These programs can be used to describe and reason over problems in a large variety of domains, such as commonsense and agent reasoning, diagnosis, deductive databases, planning, bioinformatics, scheduling, and timetabling. See Brewka, Eiter, and Truszcynski (2012) for an overview, while for introductory material on ASP, the reader might refer to Baral (2003) or Eiter, Ianni, and Krennwallner (2009).

ASP has a close relationship to other declarative modeling paradigms and languages, such as SAT solving, SAT modulo theories (SMTs), constraint handling rules (CHR), the planning domain definition language (PDDL), automated theorem proving, and many others. All these formalisms have in common that they are built for solving demanding AI problems.  

---

**The Answer Set Programming (ASP) Competition** is a biannual event for evaluating declarative knowledge representation systems on hard and demanding AI problems. The competition consists of two main tracks: the ASP system track and the model and solve track. The traditional system track compares dedicated answer set solvers on ASP benchmarks, while the model and solve track invites any researcher and developer of declarative knowledge representation systems to participate in an open challenge for solving sophisticated AI problems with their tools of choice. This article provides an overview of the ASP Competition series, reviews its origins and history, giving insights on organizing and running such an elaborate event, and briefly discusses the lessons learned so far.
A Brief History

In September 2002, participants of the Dagstuhl Seminar on Nonmonotonic Reasoning, Answer Set Programming, and Constraints (Brewka et al. 2002) decided to establish an infrastructure for benchmarking ASP solvers (Borchert et al. 2004), following good practices already in place in neighboring fields of satisfiability testing and constraint programming, and with the explicit aim of fostering the development of ASP. A first informal competition took place during the workshop, featuring five systems: DLV, Smodels, ASSAT, Cmodels, and Aspps, respectively from Technical University Vienna and the University of Calabria, University of Helsinki, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, University of Texas, Austin, and the University of Kentucky. Since then, after a second informal edition at the Dagstuhl Seminar in 2005, ASP systems compare themselves in the nowadays customary ASP Competition.

The fourth ASP Competition will be organized jointly by the University of Calabria, Italy, and Technical University Vienna, Austria, and will take place in the first half of 2013. Former ASP Competitions were held at the University of Potsdam, Germany (Gebser et al. 2007), at the University of Leuven, Belgium (Denecker et al. 2009), and at the University of Calabria, Italy (Calimeri, Ianni, and Ricca 2012). The competition takes place biennially, and results are officially announced at the International Conference on Logic Programming and Nonmonotonic Reasoning (LPNMR).

The Competition

The ASP Competition format is consolidated into two tracks: the model and solve track, and the system track. Participating systems are compared on a selected set of benchmarks, and scores are given to computational performance. The origin of these tracks and the evolution of the competition format is shown in figure 1 (numbers denote participant count in corresponding tracks).

The goal of the model and solve track is to integrate scientific communities and bring them closer together. This track is thus open to all types of solvers with declarative modeling capabilities: ASP systems, SAT solvers, SAT modulo theories solvers,
constraint programming systems, automated theorem provers, description logics reasoners, planning reasoners, or any other. It is worth noting that this track is not a programming contest: the focus is on the ability of participant teams to model tricky problems. To this end, model and solve track competitors receive textual descriptions from a variety of problem domains, and each team has several months to produce working and efficient declarative specifications in case they are not available yet. Contestants are encouraged to exchange their solutions freely. For a particular benchmark domain, each team submits solutions in the form of a domain specification together with a working system of choice, which can be configured on a per configuration basis.

The system track is instead designed for problems modeled in a fixed language based on the answer set semantics, and formal domain specifications together with benchmark instances are provided by the organizers. The standard language for this track evolved from the core language specification drafted in 2004 — called Score in the first competition in 2007 — to ASP-Core, which will be extended for the forthcoming fourth ASP Competition 2013. The explicit purpose of this track is to foster language standardization and encourage the merging of various ASP dialects. Also, different from the model and solve track, each participating system must have a unique configuration for the whole class of benchmark problems to compare off-the-shelf system performance.

Participants’ systems are compared on problems in which declarativity plays a central role. Take, as an example, the classic Towers of Hanoi planning problem with three pegs and n disks. Initially, all disks are on the leftmost peg. The goal of this problem is to move all n disks to the rightmost peg by temporarily placing the disks on the other pegs, complying with the following rules: (1) move exactly one disk at a time; (2) only the topmost disk on a peg can be moved; and (3) larger disks cannot be placed on top of smaller ones. This problem has known optimal solution length, that is, the plan of moving all n disks from the leftmost peg to the rightmost peg consists of $2^n - 1$ moves. The ASP Competition uses a variant of this problem: instead of three, we consider four pegs with n disks. In this case, no known formula for the solu-
search techniques often inspired by work done in the areas of constraint programming and SAT solving.

Essentially all systems competing in the first editions of the competition had international academic backgrounds, but recently industrial research teams such as Microsoft and Kodak have joined the game. The overall number of participants is following an increasing trend with up to 22 participant systems in the 2011 edition. The events so far have shown a steady trend of performance improvement of the competitors: the winners of a competition outperform — usually by far — their predecessor’s top-ranking participants. Notably, variants of the clasp system (Gebser, Kaufmann, and Schaub 2012), which were developed by the winning team of the ASP Competition 2011, continue to perform excellently in related competitions such as the CADE Automated Theorem Proving System Competitions (CASC-11, CASC-12), the Mancosu International Solver Competition (MISC-11), the Pseudo-Boolean Competitions (PB-09, PB-11, PB-12), and SAT competitions such as SAT-09, SAT-11, and the SAT Challenge 2012.

The benchmark suite of the competition is maintained and updated by the organizers, who choose benchmark instances from common planning domains, temporal and spatial scheduling problems, known combinatorial puzzles, classic graph problems, and a number of industrial domains that are taken, for example, from the database, information extraction, circuit layout, and natural sciences fields. Problems are classified into search, query, and optimization, and, according to the computational complexity of the underlying decision problem, into the categories polynomial, NP, and beyond-NP. The scoring system combines the number of solved instances, the running time performance, and the quality of the found solutions for optimization problems, and awards are assigned to the winners of each track and to the best performing participants of each subcategory. Technical details and more references concerning evaluation strategies, benchmarks, and scoring can be found in the report of the third ASP Competition held in 2011 (Calimeri, Ianni, and Ricca 2012).

Lessons Learned
The answer set programming community is following a steadily growing trend in terms of number of scientists, theoretical results, and developed systems. Notably, ASP has recently appeared as a core technology in several industrial applications (Brewka, Eiter, and Truszczynski 2012; Grasso et al. 2011). A key outcome of the competition series is the standardization of the input format, which is now reaching maturity; the organization of each competition had been an opportunity for pushing language standardization within the community. A second noteworthy effect of the competition concerns the effort of attracting neighbor communities. A by-product of the model and solve track is indeed a comparison across several axes: (1) among heterogeneous systems, even from different communities; (2) among participant systems, state-of-the-art solutions, and ad hoc algorithms purposely chosen for selected problems; and (3) among purely declarative solutions and custom-tailored approaches. Concerning (2) and (3), purely declarative approaches have the reputation for nonoptimal performance, but we learned that they are often very efficient, and sometimes outperform comparatively custom approaches and ad hoc algorithms (Calimeri, Ianni, and Ricca 2012).

Comparison and interaction across communities are definitely required. One initiative that pushes into this directions is StarExec, a cross community logic-solving service. The ASP Competition chairs are part of the advisory committee of StarExec, whose aim is to provide the computational backbone for competitions in knowledge representation and set a common infrastructure for these. This way competitions and benchmarking will become easier to set up and make computational power more accessible.

A Glimpse at the Next Event
The fourth ASP Competition 2013 will again feature both the model and solve and the system tracks. The submission deadline for the next ASP Competition
is March 1, 2013. Detailed regulations and further information can be found at the competition website. 5
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Notes
1. Concerning ASP, the comprehensive survey of Dantsin et al. (2001) gives an overview on complexity and expressiveness results for ASP and other formalisms related to logic programming.

2. To avoid bias, comparisons are made in benchmark domains in which there is some degree of overlap in the application area of the systems at hand.


5. aspcomp2013.mat.unical.it/
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